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INTRODUCTION 
The most important integral operators in nonlinear functional analysis are 
the Urysohn operator 
Ux(t) = I1 k(t, s, x(s)) ds (1) 
0 
and the Hammerstein operator 
Hx(t) = (’ k(t, s)f(s, x(s)) ds. 
Jo 
The latter one is usually written as product H = KF of the nonlinear super- 
position operator 
Fx(s) = f(s, x(s)) (3) 
and the linear integral operator 
Ky(t) = I’ k(t, s) y(s) ds. 
0 
(4) 
Therefore, in the classical theory (see e.g. [S, 171) one is interested in 
suff’cient conditions for the compactness of K and continuity of F in certain 
function spaces to prove the existence of a solution of the Hammerstein 
equation x - Hx = o by means of the Schauder fixed point principle. From 
the viewpoint of applications, however, it seems worthwhile to extend the 
theory to a larger class of mappings. Thus, if we set l[Kl[, := 
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inf(llK -t C/I j C linear, compact! j 5, 10) then it may happen that for a 
noncompact integral operator K 
0 <: il Kll, < llK!l. 
In this case, if we choose any function f such that 
IjKll., c: l/X(F) < jjK/j. (6) 
where x(F) denotes the usual Hausdorff measure of noncompactness of the 
nonlinear operator F (see below), then the operator H is strictly condensing 
but neither compact nor contracting. 
Further, it may occur that one (trivial) solution of a nonlinear problem is 
known a priori, but one is interested in other (nontrivial) solutions. A typical 
way of treating such problems is to consider equations involving a parameter 
and to apply some kind of implicit function theorem (see e.g. [ 181). In order, 
to be of use one must replace the continuous differentiability by the weaker 
notion of “linearization” ([ 19 ] j. 
The purpose of this paper is twofold. In the first section we wit1 Calculate 
explicitly the measure of noncompactness x(F) of the superposition operator 
F in the spaces C and L, in order to determine all functions f satisfying (6) 
for a given K. In the second part we will combine the notion of 
“linearization” and “asymptotic linearization” of a nonlinear operator with 
the theory of condensing maps to get abstract implicit function theorems as 
well as existence theorems for integral equations of Hammerstein type. 
Before going into Section 1 let us recall the exact definition of x(F). Given 
a bounded subset M of a normed space X, the Hausdorfl measure of 
noncompactness x(M) is defined as the infimum of all positive E such that 
there exists a finite c-net for M in X. A nonlinear operator D: X+X is wiled 
x-bounded if 
x(D) := inf(k( k > 0, x(D(Mj) < b(M) for all ME Xi < 00, 
and strictly X-condensing if x(D) < 1 1141. 
In Section 2 we will need the following result on fixed points of 
condensing operators: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let D: X-+X be continuous and strictly condensing, 
and suppose that 
D&d c T, (7) 
for some R > 0. (Here and in the sequel by T&S, 1~ we de-e-the cl& Ml 
[sphere] with center o and radius R). Then D &U a fixed p&t in TR. 
Proof: The proof follows easily from Theorem 1 in [ 121. 
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COMPUTATION OFX(F) 
There is a large number of papers on sufficient conditions for the complete 
continuity of the Urysohn operator (1) (for continuous functions, e.g., in [9] 
and [ 151, for Holder continuous functions, e.g., in [ 1 l], for summable 
functions, e.g., in [ 161) and continuity of the superposition operator (3) (for 
Holder continuous functions, e.g., in [2] and [3], for summable functions, 
e.g., in [6] and [ 131). H owever, it is a well known fact that the operator F in 
general fails to be completely continuous, which means nothing else than 
X(F) > 0. 
Surprisingly enough, nobody has tried to calculate its exact measure of 
noncompactness, as far as we know. It turns out that a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the operator F to be x-bounded is that the function f 
satisfies an appropriate Lipschitz condition. 
THEOREM 1. Let f: J x R --$ IQ be continuous and consider (3) as 
operator from the space C(J) (with the usual norm ((x1(, = maxtEJ Ix(t)l, 
J := [0, 11) into itself. Then the following three conditions are equivalent: 
(i) If(t, 10 - f(t, v)] < k Iu - VI for all t E J and all u, v E R, 
(ii) IlFx-Fyll,<k/lx- yll,fir dx,yE C(J), 
(iii) x(F(M)) < kx(A4) for all bounded M c C(J). 
ProoJ: Condition (i) implies (ii) trivially. If (ii) holds and {zi ,..., zm} is a 
finite a-net for M in C(J), then obviously {Fz, ,..., Fz,} is a finite kc-net for 
F(M) in C(J) and therefore (iii) holds. 
Assume now that (i) is false; i.e., there exist t, E J and u,, v,, E R such 
that 
(f-4) 
without loss of generality assume 0 < t, < 1 and u0 < v,,. Now, let M,, be the 
set of all functions x, (n = 1, 2, 3,...) defined by 
x,(t) := vg , o<t<t,, 
:= (VII -U~)[l-(t--to)/Snl+Ugt t,<t<t,+&, 
:= 240, to+&<<< 1, 
(6, := (1 - Q/n). Then clearly 
x(&J Q thl - 4) (9) 
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since the distance of all functions x, from the single function z,(t) 1. 
{(u,, $ cO) is less than or equal to the right-hand side of (9). We claim that 
In fact, let us assume that there is a finite &,-net (z, ,,... zm} for F(M,) in 
C(J), where E, < yO. Then for each n E N there exists Jo il...., m} with 
[f(t, x,(t)) - zj(t)l < s0 (t E J). Since zj and f are continuous functions, we 
have Izj(to + 6,) - Zjtto)l< fbO - co) and l.f(fo t d,, uo> --f(f,, uo)l < 
$(r, - aO) for sufficiently large n, and hence 
G IfttO 9 uO> - f(lO + 6fl 3 uO>l + lfCtO + d, 3 uO> - zj(tO + s,>l 
+ lzjttO + sn> - zj(tOl + lzjttO> - ftt09 uOl 
G Yo + co < 2Yo 
contradicting (10). Now the assertion follows from (8), (9) and (10). 
Remark 1. The proof that (ii) implies (iii) heavily relies on the fact that 
the operator F is defined on the whole space C(b), because otherwise the 
functions Fzj need not be defined. In fact, there are operators satisfying a 
Lipschitz condition of type (ii) but not being X-bounded (but.boing bounded, 
of course, with respect to the Kztratowski measure of noncompactness). 
Conversely, there are simple operators which are X-bounded in the sense of 
(iii) but do not satisfy any Lipschitz condition, e.g. 
in the space m of bounded real sequences with the sup norm. 
Remark 2. Let C”(J) (0 < cz < 1) be the space of all Holder continuous 
functions, equipped with the norm llx\la = max{ljx\\m, h,(x)}, where h,(x) := 
SU~,,~]X(S) - x(t)j/ls - tj”. If we consider (3) as operator from the space 
P(J) into itself, then condition (i) of the preoe&tg theorem is not suff%ant 
for F to be Lipschitz, as the f&owing example shows: 
Let .f(4U)“lUl, x(t)=8-- t (0 < 6 < 2Vu), and y(t)=-t. Then 
JJx - yjJ, = 6, h,(x - y) = 0, \IFx - FyjJ, = 6, and h,(Fx - Fy) = 2~3~~. 
Therefore (ii) can not be satisfied since [(Fx - FylI(,/((x - y{i, = 26-” -+ 00 
as d-+0. 
One suffkknt condition for F to be Lipsohitz in C”(J) is of course that 
I.!-(4 u) - I-(& v) - f(s, x) + f(s, Y)i G k t u - u - x + Y I 
holds for all s, t E J and all U, v, x, y E R. 
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The proof of an analogous result for L, spaces requires a little more 
technique since we have to consider functions on the whole interval J. For 
continuous f the proof of the equivalence between (i) and (ii) is due to 
Berkolajko [ 11. Here we assume only a Caratheodory condition for J (i.e., 
f(t, ‘) is continuous for almost all t E J and f(., U) is measurable for all 
UEIR). 
THEOREM 2. Let f: J x R -+ R be a CarathPodoryfunction and consider 
(3) as operator from the space L,(J) (with the usual norm I~x& = 
1st I-4W’d~l ‘lp, 1 ( p < CO) into itself. Then the following three conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) 1 f(t, u) -f (t, v)l < k 1 u - v I for almost all t E J and all u, v E R, 
(ii> IIFx - Fvll, < k Ilx - ylIpfor all x, Y E L,(J), 
(iii) ,#(M)) < kX(M) for all bounded M c L,(J). 
Proof Condition (i) implies (ii) and (ii) implies (iii) as above. 
Conversely, if (ii) holds, then for every D G J with positive measure we have 
also 
1 If 6 x(t)) - f (6 N))lP dt < kP Ix(t) - v@)l” dt. D I D 
Dividing by mes D and letting mes D tend to zero, one obtains (i) (see also 
Theorem 15 in [4]). 
Now assume that (ii) is false; i.e., there are functions x0, y, E Lp(J) such 
that 
II% -~~oIlp > k lb, - yollp. (11) 
Let {to, t, ,..., t,} be a partition of J which is so fine that x,, and y, are 
piecewise constant (without loss of generality) on [tie,, ti), say, 
X,(t) 3 Ui, YOtt) E vi (tr-, & t < ti ; i = l,..., n). 
Let M, be the set of all functions z E Lp(J) taking either the value ui or the 
value vi on [ti- 1, ti). Then again 
XWJ G t II% - Yollp, (12) 
since the distance of all functions in M,, from the single function zl(t) E 
i(u, + vi) (tiwl < t < ti) is less than or equal to the right-hand side of (12). 
We claim again that 
(13) 
409/83/l 17 
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In fact, given any finite u-net iz, ,..., z,} for F(M,) in L,(J) we can assume 
again without loss of generality that zj is piecewise constant, say 
zj(t) = cij (li. j <2 ? i f;; i= l..,., n: j= i ..,.. mI. 
Now, if we define 
Z,(t) := J'ttt Ui), tj-1 6 r < 5i> 
:= f (t9 vi)> Z) < t < Ii, 
(Ti = f(ti- l + t,); i = l,..., n), we can also assume that 
f(t. ui) s a, (t(-l Q t < ti)* f(t* vi) ?E bi (Si ,< t < ti)* 
Therefore we have 
= t J”j l~~-c~jI’dt +jriIb,-cc,lPdt 
i=l tim, =i 
” 
= )J 4(ti- ti-f)[lai-cijIP + lbi-CijlP] 
i=l 
> i Q(ti-ti-1)2-P’11a,-b,lP=2-PI/Fx,-~y,le:, 
i=l 
and (13) is proved. 
Let us now consider the case where the operator F acts from one space 
t,(J) into another space L,(J) (I < q < p < co 1.~ In this case the proof of the 
equivalence between (ii) and (iii) is essentially the same (with flFx - Fyfj, in 
(ii) replaced by 11 Fx - FYI/&. S&x we can tx~~Mcr the constsrat k in (i) as a 
Loo function k = k(r), one should expect that (ii) is equivalent to 
Ifk u) - “fft, VI< k(t) I u - 0 I for~di 24, vf IR, (14) 
where k E L pdl(p&). Indeed, condition (14) is s&Went for (ii). However, 
the following example shows that For the cos~verse ibid one must 
proceed more carefully, there exist fmseths f w&&h can not be 
estimated linearly in the second argument, but gener&te ~FQflb‘eta 
growth. This somewhat surprising fact makes it likely that Theorem 2 is false 
for different p and q. 
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EXAMPLE 1 (forp=2,q=l). Letf:JXR 
f(t, u) :=; (1 - log ;), 
.- .- 1, 
Then there is no function k EL,(J) such that 
257 
R be defined by 
u* < t, 
u* > t. 
Indeed, the function f(t, U)/U = u-i-is monotonically decreasing in u for 
u* > t, and hence has maximum l/dt which is not square integrable. On the 
other hand, the corresponding superposition operator F: L,(J) -+ L 1(J) does 
satisfy a condition of the form 
IM, G k II412 (x E J52(4) (16) 
as one can see as follows: A simple computation shows that 
f(t, u) = ,,‘,n,f, [e--‘I t EU*] 
and hence 
f(t, x(t)) < em” + &x(t)* 
and 
llWl < lIdI, + 6 114: < l/E -I- E 1141: 
where a,(t) := e-‘! But the last expression in this inequality (as a function 
of E) attains its minimum for E = I/]]x]]~, and therefore (16) holds with 
k= 2. 
Another example of the same type is provided by the function 
f (f, u) := u* qF, u*< 1, 2-n< t < 2-n+’ 
.- 2 .-U) u* > 1, 2-“< t < 2-n+]: 
Let us return to Theorem 2. It turns out that an analogous theorem holds 
for different p and q if we replace condition (i) by a whole family of 
Lipschitz conditions involving a positive real parameter E: 
THEOREM 3. Let f: J x I? --* R be a Carathbodory function and consider 
(3) as operator from the space L,,(J) into the space L&J) (p > q). Then the 
following three conditions are equivalent: 
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(i) for all E > 0 h t ere exists a function a, E L,(J) such that //a, liy < 
~e:-~(~-~) and If(t, u) -f(t, v)l <. a,(t) + c: :u --- dp’i,,for dl fi. 13 E r’. 
(ii) IQFx - F& 6 k j/x - >.~I,jbr all x, ~1 E L,(J), 
(iii) X(F(M)) < kx(M) for all bounded M C:I L,[J). 
ProojI The proof of the equivalence between (ii) and (iii) remains 
unchanged. Now, if (i) holds with some fixed E > 0, then 
IlFx - FYII~ < lia,il~ + eq IF - rll”, 
< cqc-qY(P-q’ + &9 /Ix - y/1;. \ 
particular, 
iz - yllp(P-4MQ yielz 
special choice E := ,(P-@/P[q/@ _ g)](P-q)lPq 
Il~x--Yll4,~c q(p-q)‘pMP - 4rdpIPIo) - 411 lb - Yll; 
which is (ii) with k = k(c; p, q) = c(P-qMP [q/(p -. q) j- ‘lp[ p/@ - q)\l’q. 
Conversely, if (ii) holds, set, for E > 0 
p,(t, 24, 0) := max(]f(t, U) -f(t, v)] - E /U - ~1~‘~. 0) 
and J, := (tltEJ, If(t,u)-f(t,u)l>eJu-ull”9). For tEJ+ we have 
(q,(t, u, u)lq < If(t, u) - f(t, u)l” - &q / u - u lp. Now fix x, y E L,(J). If we 
denote the L,(J+) norm of x - y by q and if n := [@‘kWrc’] (where 
r :=pq/(p - q) and [S] denotes as usual the entire part of 6) we can divide 
J, into subsets J, ,..., J,, i such that 
1 ~x(t)-y(t)~pdt<kkr~-’ (i= l,...,n+ I). 
. Ji 
From (ii) it follows that 
!, J, Ifk x(O) - f(t, NHI” dt < krg - ‘r/p (i = l,..., n + 1). 
Hence by the estimation 
I J Iv&t 44 N))lq dt 
n+l n+1 
<I i= 1 i,, If(c 40) -Sk YWY dt - E’ x j lx(t) - yW dt 
I i=i J, 
<(n + l)k’e- VfP - &‘I@ < (n + 1) k’&-q’fP - nk’e-qdp 
= k’&- - W/P - kPd(P-@F-9Y(P-q), 
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we have shown that the function v,(t) := p,(t, x(t), y(t)) is in L,(J) for all 
x, y E L,(J). By a standard argument (see [7, p. 371) the function 
is also in L,(J) and (]a,(], < c-@(P-~) with c = c(k; p, q) = I@(~-~‘. Since the 
relation 
is obvious, Theorem 3 is proved. 
IMPLICIT FUNCTIONS AND HAMMERSTEIN EQUATIONS 
As we are now able to estimate the measure of noncompactness of both 
the nonlinear operator (3) and the linear operator (4), we want to formulate 
theorems on the solvability of Hammerstein integral equations in terms of 
fixed point theorems for condensing operators. Moreover, since we consider 
Hammerstein equations involving a parameter 1, we will apply some implicit 
function theorem. 
DEFINITION 1. ([ 191) Let X, Y be Banach spaces, /i a metric space with 
metric p, x0 E X, 1, E /1, and let 0 and o be neighborhoods of x,, in X and 
1, in /i, respectively. Let A: w X R -+ Y be a nonlinear operator and 
A(&,, x0) = o. If there exist both an operator a: o -+ L(X, Y) and a function 
x0 : w -+ X with liml+,,, x,(d) = x0 such that 
lim inf SUP (l/p)((A(~,x)-A(~)(x-x,(d))ll =o (17) A-A\, O<P$T I/X-x,wl=P 
for some sufficiently small r > 0, A(A) is called a linearization of the 
operator A along the function x0. 
DEFINITION 2. In the above notation, let B: o X X-+ Y be a nonlinear 
operator (the x0 is not needed here), If there exists an operator 8(.; co): 
w -+ L(X, Y) such that 
lim inf sup (I/p) ]]B(& x) - B(3L; co) x]] = 0 
1-1, 532-r pql=P (18) 
for some sufficiently large r > 0, then B(n; a) is called an asymptotic 
linearization of the operator B. 
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For example, if A is (FrCchet) differentiable in so with derivative A ‘, then 
A(k) E A’, and if B is asymptotically linear with asymptotic derivative 
B’(W) (17 I), then /?(A; co) 3 !?‘(a~ 1. On the other hand. the scalar function 
A(,?, x) = a(A) .P is not differentiable in x0 = 0 if u < 1. but has Linearization 
A(A) E 0 provided lim,l~+,,, u(L) =- 0: similarly. the function Ro., x) = /x>, I .? 
is not asymptotically linear if’ j? ;> 1. but has asymptotic linearization 
fi(L; US) E 0 provided lim,~,,to &/ii :- 0. Moreover, the limit condition on a 
[on b 1 implies that the operator Aii.. .) [the operator B(A, . ) ( leaves ali balls 
of small radius \of large radius\ invariant for A close to A,,; this is not true if, 
for example. a(L) = b(A) F 1. 
In general, the following “principle on invariant balls” holds for operators 
with asymptotic linearization (for the usual linearization see 1 19 11: 
LEMMA 1. Let the operator B admit an asymptorie linearization l?(I; CD) 
and suppose that there exist 6 > 0 and M > 0 such that 
ii&A; ml--‘l/GM 
for p(& A,) < 6. Let D(1): X-+ X be defined by 
D(k) x := x - B(n; co)-- ’ B(I, x). 
Then there exists a radius R > r {not depending on A) such that 
(19) 
D(A) S, c TR 
for P@, Jo) c 6. 
Proof The proof is almost obvious: By (18) we can choose 6 > 0 such 
that 
inf sup (l/p) liS(A, x) -&I; og) XII < l/M 
P>r IIxlI=P 
for p(A, A,) ( 6. Hence for some R > r we have 
< MR( l/M) = R. 
Combining timma 1 and Proposition 1 from the introdu&on we -obtain 
the foliowing implicit function theorem: 
THEOREM 4. Suppose t?w 3: o x X -+ Y is continwus apd admits an 
asymptotic linearization &A; 00) satisfking (19) jii A E w. Let #(A): X -+ X 
be defined by 
g(n) x := B(L, x) -B@; 00) x 
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and assume 
where q(6, I) --f 0 as 6 -+ 0. Then for small p(A, A,) there exists at least one 
solution x = x(A) E TR of the equation B(A, x) = o. 
Proof Obviously, the zeros of the operator B(1, +) coincide with the 
fixed points of the operators D(A). Moreover, since 
D(A) is strictly condensing for 1 sufficiently close to A.,. Therefore the 
statements of Lemma 1 and Proposition 1 yield the existence of fixed points 
x(l) of D(I) for these A. 
Let us now indicate how to apply Theorem 4 to the Hammerstein equation 
x = Hx. Therefore, setting 
B(A, x)(t) := f k(t, s)f(s, x(s); A) ds - x(t) 
-0 
(21) 
we are interested in answering the following three questions: 
(a) Which condition yields the existence of an asymptotic 
linearization B(A; co) of (21)? 
(b) When does condition (19) hold for ~(1, A,) < 6? 
(c) Which condition on f implies (20)? 
Let us make some observations. First of all, the linearization of the 
operator B and the superposition operator 
w, x>(t) =f(t, x(t); A), 
respectively, are related by the formula 
&I; El)=&KP(n; Co) 
(22) 
and hence I?@; co) is invertible, if the norm of Kp(d; co) is sufficiently 
small. Moreover, the measure of noncompactness of the operator ((A) can be 
estimated by the measure of noncompactness of the operator 
P(A) x := F(l, x) - lq/l; co) x, 
namely, 
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Thus the above questions can be reformulated more precisely as follows: 
(a’) Which condition yields the existence of an asymptotic 
linearization E(J.; co) of (22)? 
(b’) When does the condition \lE(A: co)11 < l/\lKlI hold for 
P(k &) < a? 
(c’) Which condition on J’ implies the X-boundedness of F(i,, . ) (and 
hence of Y(A)) for ~(1, A,) < 6? 
Concerning (a’) we can state the following rather obvious criterion: 
LEMMA 2. If the limit 
g(c A) := i’?, (l/u)f(t, u; A*> (23) t 
exists and if G(L, x)(t) := g(t; A) x(t) satisfies the relation 
then 
I?@; co) x = G(A, x). (24) 
ProoJ The proof follows directly from the definition of the asymptotic 
linearization. 
Let us mention that (23) is not necessary for F to have an asymptotic 
linearization. The function f(t, U; A) = u sin U, for example, does not satisfy 
(23), but the corresponding operator F has asymptotic linearization 
E(A; co)= 0. 
Under the assumptions of Lemma 2 it is also possible to answer (b’), 
because the norm II&; co)11 b can e estimated via the norms max,., I g(t; A)/ 
or vrai max LEJ /g(t; A)\, if F acts in the space C(J) or LJJ), respectively. 
Finally, (c’) was already answered in the first section, and so we are done. 
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